PO LYM ARK ARTICULATING FILM
DARBY DENTAL SUPPLY

Darby Articulating Film marks the teeth during dental occlusion procedures, helping to identify static and dynamic occlusion and eliminate false markings. This film will not smear or blur, even in a wet environment. Darby Articulating Film is offered in both red and blue.

0.009" 2 Sides, 450 Strips/Box
9501420 Red
9501425 Blue

ARTI-FOL
BAUSCH
Bausch Arti-Fol Occlusion films are especially suitable for representing static and dynamic occlusion in several colors.

65’ Roll, Two-sided, 8 Microns Thick, 22 mm Width
9501341 Red/Red [BK-25]
9501343 Blue/Blue [BK-27]

ARTI-FOL METALLIC
BAUSCH
Metallic shimstock test film is made of metallic polyester 12 micron film. This articulating film easily detects high spots, especially on ceramic or highly polished metal surfaces.

65’ Roll, Two-sided, 12 Microns Thick, 22 mm Width
9501344 Black/Red [BK-28]

SHIMSTOCK OCCLUSION FOIL
ALMORE INTERNATIONAL INC.

Accurately detect high spots in any restoration or natural occlusion. One roll of Shimstock foil is approximately 8 mm x 5 m and is 8 microns thin. Shimstock occlusion foil strips are 12 microns thin and measure 2" x ½".

Roll, 5 m
9538650 [72022]

Strips, 2” x ½”
9538642 [72070]

ARTICULATING PAPER FORCEPS
DARBY DENTAL SUPPLY

E-Z HOLD ARTICULATING PAPER FORCEPS
DENTSPLY

E-Z Hold Articulating Paper Forceps allows you to grip articulating paper securely, yet allow easy paper replacement when desired.

100/Box
8312220 [CO9-100]